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The Backstage Crew Out of the Limelight 
 
“Bone Tired Backstage Crew”—the title of this production had everyone at the scene bursting 
into peals of laughter when we were coming up with a title, shared Focus Theatre’s Artistic 
Director Tang Shao Wei .  
 
Whenever art is performed on stage, the actors and performers are undoubtedly the focus. 
However, the said play employs a comedic approach to bring the stories of the unknown 
backstage crew from the shadows onto the stage, whereby the reality of their woes are 
highlighted. 
 
Tang said, “During the pandemic, I lost a stage designer and a stage manager. Now, I need to 
do a lot of the tasks myself or outsource it to a production company. Every theatre wishes to 
have their own stage production team—not just for the sake of a cohesive working relationship, 
but more importantly for a harmonious aesthetic.” 
 
Stories Require Aesthetic Expression 
 
Tang said that the creation of a stage production requires multiple forms of collaboration 
involving creative design. “Every play produced by Focus Theatre is an original production. In 
the preliminary stage, we survey the market before embarking on the creation process that is 
based on current social issues and interweaved with the style and tone of the play. Once there 
is a script, it is crucial to work on the artistic stage design, including scenery, costumes, props, 
and lighting. Professional designers need to engage in extensive discussions with the director 
to bring the director’s abstract descriptions to life in a visually aesthetic manner.” 
 
2019 Young Artist Award recipient Gabriel Chan is an outstanding local lighting designer who 
is actively involved in theatre, music and event performances around the world. He shared, 
“When a lighting designer walks into a theatre, he sees an empty stage. While each venue has 
its own lighting equipment, they are of varying standards. The test of a lighting designer is how 
he enhances the aesthetic expression of a play through employing creative designs under 
certain limitations.” 
 
Based on the intentions of the director, the lighting designer needs to design lighting effects 
according to the plot, script lines or music progression, and record them on cue sheets. During 
the performance, the stage manager sitting in the control room issues real-time instructions 
based on the cue sheets for lighting effects and scenery changes. Chan said that it is very 
common to have hundreds of cues for a single production. Some cues are written next to the 
script lines, some are written next to the description of the stage actions, and some are written 
next to the music score. For concert lighting designers and stage managers, the ability to read 
music scores is a requisite skill. 
 
Tang said, “Ever since its establishment in 2010, Focus Theatre has been undergoing 
partnership changes for the longest time, including changes in designers and stage managers. 
It really isn’t easy to be in this industry in Singapore—the market is small, and many people 
tend to move on to different industries after a while because of unstable freelancing income 
and work-related challenges. In 2017, after much difficulty, we managed to get our own 
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choreographer who had studied art and was passionate about stage design. However, reality 
hit when we could not perform during the pandemic, and the choreographer chose to return to 
China to continue working there. Pre-pandemic, we had 40 people in our team. It has since 
shrunk to about half the number. 
 
Initially Planned a Career Switch During the Pandemic 
 
Tang’s wife also brought up an event that happened during the pandemic. As avid book lovers, 
Tang and his wife started a knowledge-sharing channel on a social media site back then. The 
channel did rather well, which led to them being approached by an artiste management 
company that offered them jobs as contracted artistes. While they both were preparing for an 
industry switch, a call from the National Arts Council (NAC) stopped them in their tracks. 
 
Tang shared, “When the NAC officer called us to ask how we were doing, we just poured out 
our woes and hardships over the phone. She happened to be a fellow alumni of Nanyang 
Academy of Fine Arts (NAFA) and understood our plight, assuring us that the government 
would try its best to help us tide over. Maybe those of us in the arts scene are stubborn that 
way—in the end, we paid the liquidated damages to the influencer management company. In 
2021, together with some of our comrades who had switched industries, we produced the play 
entitled ’Talk Show of the Pandemic’ to tell the world, ‘Hey, we are still here.’” 
 
However, it wasn’t easy for those who had switched careers to return to the industry again. 
Tang’s wife, Zhang Man Xi, who is also the Focus Theatre Director, said, “Some of them went 
into sales roles, and some took on office jobs. Once they had worked in jobs with stable 
incomes, it was hard for them to return to the theatre scene. This is especially the case for 
stage manager positions, as the job is highly stressful and involves constantly working against 
the clock.” 
 
The Backstage Crew Out of the Limelight 
 
Behind the scenes are people who support the action that goes on on-stage. The creation of a 
stage production requires multiple forms of collaboration involving creative design and a 
professional team to execute it. 
 
Creative practitioners such as lighting designers and stage designers produce visual stage 
effects based on the intentions of the director and screenwriter. More importantly, a stage 
manager is needed to handle the coordination behind the scenes to turn dreams into reality 
and present the different elements to the audience. 
 
Lack of Talent for Stage Managers 
 
Chan’s wife, Tennie Su, is a highly experienced stage manager who has worked with The 
Theater Practice, Nine Years Theatre, Ding Yi Music Company, and Philharmonic Orchestra. 
She said that the stage manager's job is primarily to communicate with people, including 
directors, designers, stage production contractors and on-site workers for lighting and scenery 
equipment. In addition, a stage manager must be able to make decisions as anything could 
happen on stage. As the director is unable to intervene when unexpected situations take place 
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on stage, everything hinges on the stage manager's ability to adapt to and handle sudden 
changes. 
 
Su said, “Besides theatre professionals switching industries, the increased cost of goods post-
pandemic has also shrunk the production team budget, making it even harder for theatre 
professionals. However, as cross-domain partnerships become a trend, there will be an even 
more severe shortage of talent for professional stage managers. For example, in a joint 
production between an orchestra and a dance company, a professional stage manager is 
needed to manage and coordinate stage elements such as lighting, scenery, sound, projection, 
subtitles, and other elements."  
 
Opportunities and challenges come hand-in-hand. Former Stage Manager for the Royal 
Shakespeare Company Michael Budmani, who is currently the Programme Leader for the 
Diploma in Theatre Production and Management prorgamme at LASALLE College of the Arts, 
said that the post-pandemic demand for students from his programme exceeds the supply of 
such talent. 
 
Budmani said, “Every year, we only take in 20-odd students due to the space constraints of 
our workshop, as we do not wish to overcrowd the workshop due to safety considerations. 
More importantly, we are not developing workers—that is easy. Instead, we want to develop 
talents who are passionate about theatre. We want to develop thinkers and collaborators.” 
 
Budmani said in the first year of the programme, students will be fully exposed to various 
backstage jobs, including lighting, sound, costumes, computer graphics, prop production, 
stage management and production management jobs. In the second year, students will choose 
to embark on the in-depth study of two of three modules, namely stage scenery, stage 
technology and stage management. Almost every week, students collaborate with students 
from other majors such as music and drama to create a production. 
 
Lighting design lecturer Terence Lau Kah Wai said, “Stage drama production is a career that 
can be pursued over the long term. Internationally-renowned lighting designers and stage 
designers travel around the world upon being commissioned for work. Even beyond the sphere 
of theatre, there are many other avenues for lighting and stage designers. The fingerprints of 
our alumni extend across various areas such as the National Day Celebration, Chingay Parade, 
Formula One (F1) Night Race, Gardens by the Bay and Night Safari.” 
 
Creating New Opportunities; Building a Creative Economy 
 
In the “SG Arts Plan" (2023-2027) announced by the NAC in September this year, an initiative 
known as “The Skills Framework for Arts (Technical Theatre & Production)” was introduced. 
Jointly launched by the NAC, SkillsFuture Singapore (SSG), industry partners and Institutes of 
Higher Learning (IHLs), the said initiative which focuses on theatre production aims to enhance 
the core skills and employment opportunities of local arts professionals. Thereby, the initiative 
serves as a measure to adapt to the evolving ecology of the arts scene and growing 
entertainment market. 
 
The said framework details 36 jobs under the creative, production and technical tracks. For 
example, jobs such as prop designer, sound designer and set designer fall under the creative 
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track; production manager, stage manager and costume coordinator fall under the production 
track; and lighting technician, automation technician and makeup artist fall under the technical 
track. The framework provides a detailed description of each position, as well as the required 
professional skills and other core skills (such as communication, collaboration skills, etc.). 
 
This framework helps people who are interested in backstage theatre jobs to learn about job 
opportunities within the industry and master relevant skills with a clear direction. It also serves 
as a reference for arts groups to find matching talents and skills training institutions to design 
courses. 
 
NAC Director (Education and Development) May Tan said, “We hope to equip practitioners 
with relevant skills to prepare for the future, establish a strong reserve of creative talents, 
create new opportunities for the industry, and build a thriving creative economy.” 
 
Unlike industrial applications that directly promote tourism such as motorsport light races and 
Marina Bay light shows, the creative economy in the arts scene requires an extensive period of 
preparation and development. Chan said, “Locals may fork out a lot of money to watch well-
known foreign productions such as ‘The Phantom of the Opera’, but they are hesitant to spend 
20 or 30 dollars on tickets to watch local plays. This is understandable.” 
 
Chan shared that on the one hand, well-known foreign productions have sophisticated 
production teams that have carefully honed their craft over many years, and they also have 
strong marketing and promotion teams. On the other hand, there is still room to develop an 
appreciation for theatre performances among locals. Compared to 10 years ago, the local arts 
scene has developed considerably. 
 
Chan said, “My first foray into performing arts is when I joined the Chinese Performing Arts 
Society of Hwa Chong Institution. At that time, the instructor of The Theatre Practice held a 
workshop for us and took us to watch a rehearsal of The Theatre Practice, which took place 
against a white curtain. Upon seeing the lighting effects on the stage, I was deeply fascinated 
and wanted to pursue lighting as a career. However, this was a crazy idea at the time. The 
performing arts market back then was not as flourishing as it is now. Thanks to professional 
groups that have been working tirelessly to develop the industry over many years, there are 
now abundant job opportunities within the arts scene.” 
 


